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The solar power generation facility is 

proposed on approx. 150 acres of 

TMK (2) 2-1-008:001, near Wailea, 

mauka of Maui Meadows 

subdivision. Property owned by 

‘Ulupalakua Ranch.

Project also includes improvements 

of an existing ranch road on TMK 2-

1-008:056, owned by Honua’ula

Partners.

PAEAHU SOLAR PROJECT
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▪ County Special Use Permit (CUP) 
for the solar facility in Agricultural 
District.

▪ Project District Phase 2 
Development Approval (PH2) for 
improvements to existing road (for 
temporary use) located in Kīhei-
Mākena Project District 9 (Maui 
Wailea 670). 

PERMITS REQUESTED
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▪ Helps the State meet its goal to 
source 100% of energy from 
renewable resources by 2045.

▪ Provides generation capacity 
needs to address load growth and 
the retirement of the Kahului 
Power Plant. 

▪ Location in South Maui provides 
non-transmission alternative to 
address areas existing under-
voltage risks.

▪ Will replace electricity currently 
sourced from fossil fuel and will 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
by approximately 527,810 metric 
tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalents.

Paeahu Solar Project

$0.117 / kWh
Fixed Priced for 25 years

PROJECT NEED AND BENEFIT
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Will increase 
Maui County’s 

energy 
independence

PROJECT BENEFITS

Reduce net 
lifecycle 

greenhouse gas 
emissio527,810n

s by approx. 
metric tons of 
carbon dioxide 

equivalents

Will provide a 
firebreak to Maui 

Meadows through 
its plan to 

establish and 
maintain buffers 
and it vegetation 

management 
plan. 

Reduction of 
MECO’s revenue 
requirements over 

the PPA term is 
$26,463, 496 –

these savings will 
results in bill 

savings to the 
customers over the 

life of the project

Will improve 

system reliability 

and electric grid 

stability by enabling 

Maui Electric to 

utilized stored solar 

energy to meet 

peak demand
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PROJECT BENEFITS

Will provide lower 

cost, more equitable, 

stable priced energy 

to the grid

Will create 

employment 

opportunities and will 

use local suppliers

Will supply to 15 MW 

of solar energy and 

60 MWh of battery 

storage in South 

Maui,  enough to 

provide electricity for 

approximately 6,900 

Maui homes

Will contribute to 

Maui’s renewable 

energy goals called 

out in the Maui Island 

Plan

Reduce net 
operational GHG 

by approx. 
563,290 metric 
tones of carbon 

dioxide 
equivalents 
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▪ Will invest in the community through
▪ Sharing our experience and expertise 

▪ Education and School Programs

▪ Environmental Preservation Work

▪ Cultural Programs 

▪ Memberships and sponsorships

▪ Community events

▪ Save millions of dollars in total avoided fuel costs 
over the term of the PPA based on a forecasted 
fuel consumption reduction of 1,342,000 fewer 
barrels of fuel

▪ Will provide valuable revenue stream to 
‘Ulupalakua Ranch, helping them maintain ranch 
jobs and create sustainable, diversified uses in the 
less productive areas of their land in order to 
continue its operations and conservation efforts. 

PROJECT BENEFITS
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▪ Determining the location of a solar project is a 
multifaceted process:

▪ The Ranch has an excellent solar resource.

▪ The land is classified as Class E soils (i.e. lowest 
classification for agricultural productivity).

▪ Buildable land – gentle slopes suitable for construction 
(minimize grading and modifications).

▪ Avoidance of sensitive cultural and environmental 
resources

▪ Access to existing transmission infrastructure near 
proposed site.

▪ Available capacity at the Auwahi Switchyard for 
interconnection.

▪ Addresses need for additional generation and grid 
resilience in South Maui.

▪ The Ranch will retain ownership of the land (lease 
agreement) and the project will help diversify and 
sustain the ranch in taking care of their ranch and 
conservation lands.

WHY HERE?
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▪ Why not move it farther from existing neighborhood? 
▪ In response to community feedback, the Applicant considered an 

alternative site south of the proposed site (mauka of Honua’ula 
planned neighborhood).

▪ Technical field surveys were completed as well as consultation 
with the community and stakeholders, including site visits and 
meeting with the Aha Moku and Sierra Club.

▪ Conclusion was made that relocating the project farther south to 
an alternative site was not feasible based primarily on potential 
archaeological impacts and steep terrain.

▪ The alternative site has a cultural landscape that is not dissimilar to 
the adjacent Honua‘ula 670 parcel, making this area less desirable 
for this project due to the presence of a larger number of significant 
archaeological sites.

▪ The cultural landscape in the Project Study Area includes a high 
density of archaeological sites in the central portion of the area 
surrounding a large linear depression. This is also an area with 
significant biological resources. This area will not be impacted by the 
project’s construction.

WHY HERE?
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY & CULTURAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
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BIOLOGICAL AND WATER SURVEYS
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▪ Applicant began conducting community engagement and public 
outreach activities during the early stages of the Project’s development 
process (spring 2018). 

▪ Held over 100 in-person meetings with individuals, community 
organizations, surrounding communities, and residents of the Maui 
Meadows neighborhood. 

▪ Held five days of community information sessions/public open houses 
(Oct. 30, 2018; June 3-5, 2019; March 5, 2020). 

▪ Consultations with the Aha Moku o Honua‘ula

▪ On behalf of the Applicant, ʻĀina Archaeology conducted a study of 
traditional cultural practices and interviewed individuals having 
knowledge of traditional cultural practices within and adjacent to the 
Project.

▪ Continues to engage in extensive outreach efforts and will continue to 
do so throughout the life of the project (development, construction, 
operations).

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Project Layout
• The solar array racking system design was changed from single-axis trackers to 

fixed-tilt.
• Fixed-tilt systems have the advantage of being slope tolerant and can be installed in a 

more compact space compared to single-axis trackers. Due to the topography of the 
site, the use of fixed-tilt foundations allows for a reduced Project footprint, thereby 
allowing more flexibility on the micro-siting of the solar array.

• The Project layout was microsited to avoid and minimize impacts to archaeological 
and environmental features.

• The solar panels will occupy about one-quarter of the approximately 200-acre study 
area.

Setbacks • The revised Project layout has increased the setback of the solar arrays to a 
minimum of 300 feet away from the property line or equivalent to a football field 
away compared to the original proposed 200 feet.  The Project’s fence line will be 
setback a minimum of 250 feet and Project roads and drainage infrastructure will be 
setback between 250 and 300 feet from the property line.

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Noise Potential 
(Operations)

• Although noise related to the single-axis trackers was not expected to be audible 
from any neighboring residences, this concern was taken into consideration and the 
Applicant switched the design to fixed-tilt foundation. This change eliminates the 
potential for noise from the solar tracker motors.

Glare Reduced
• With the fixed-tilt foundations, the potential glint and glare from the panels will be 

mitigated by the anti-reflective coating on the panels and by design and 
modifications of the array azimuth or direction in which the panels face (southeast).

• A glare reduction optimization analysis was conducted to find the optimal panel 
orientation to reduce or eliminate potential for glare while maximizing the electricity 
production.  The Applicant completed the glare reduction optimization analysis 
voluntarily in direct response to community concerns for glare.

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE 
HEARD

HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Lighting
• Upon completion of construction and during normal operations of the Project there will 

only be security lighting in use for the Project. The Project is expected to include a security 
fence with gates. A security light will be installed at the gate(s). Depending on the location 
along the fence line, the light will be at least 250 feet away from the nearest residence.

• The light will have a motion sensor which will activate for the safety of authorized 
personnel, in those rare circumstances, that they may need to access the site at night. In 
addition, light from the security light will be shielded and directed downward to prevent 
upward radiation, and fitted with non-white light bulbs to the extent possible. Lighting 
would be situated so that light does not shine on and reflect off the solar panels. 

• Thus, even assuming light from the security light can be seen from Maui Meadows 
residential development, it is not expected to have a significant impact on recreational 
stargazing or other similar activities by nearby residences. 

• Apart from the security light at the gate(s), no other security lights, or any other types of 
lights or lighting, will be used after completion of construction and during regular 
operation of the Project unless otherwise directed by Maui Electric Company or code 
compliance.

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE 
HEARD

HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Roadways & 
Traffic through 
Maui Meadows

• Committed to not using Maui Meadows roads to access the project during construction. 
Temporary access road is proposed from Piilani Highway to avoid traffic through Maui 
Meadows during construction.

• Traffic analysis results showed that there is little delay added to the roadway network due 
to the construction volume generated by the project.

• During operations the site requires only minimal access by light-duty vehicles.
• BMPs would be implemented during construction & operation such as scheduling 

deliveries for non-peak hours of traffic, minimizing the number of vehicles on roadways.

Noise & Dust 
(Construction)

• Fugitive dust due to construction will be minimized and mitigated by implementation of 
BMPs such as water spray, windscreens, covering soil piles, establishing temporary ground 
cover, or halting work during adverse weather conditions. 

• Reasonable efforts will be made to minimize the impact of noise resulting from 
construction activities.
• A noise/dust fence will be constructed along the western boundary of the Project 

facing residential houses, and 
• A noise complaint hotline and email will be made available to address any noise-

related issues.

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

View Planes
• The racking system was redesigned to be shorter than the original design (approximately 

~8 feet as opposed to the original 14-16 feet). The shorter racking system was 
incorporated to keep the panels at the approximate height of the tree line, further 
minimizing potential visual impacts.

• Existing topographic features and vegetation between the fence lines will be preserved
and will further reduce the visibility of the Project from the Maui Meadows homes 
adjacent to Ulupalakua Ranch.

• Applicant developed visual simulations of the Project through an experienced 
engineering firm to understand the visual effects from the Maui Meadows homes and 
shared them with the community. 

• Landscaping will be installed, if required, to provide and/or supplement the visual 
screening provided by the existing vegetation in the setback area. It is anticipated that 
the landscaping will incorporate trees and shrubs in key locations along the western 
perimeter of the Project fence line and will include native species that are ecologically and 
culturally appropriate for this location. 

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

View Planes 
(cont’d)

• Along the eastern edge of Maui Meadows, 28 residential lots border the Ulupalakua 
Ranch property. Some of the homes on these lots will have views of the Project but most 
of these views will be partially or completely obscured by existing vegetation or terrain. 
None of the other homes located within the Maui Meadows neighborhood (over 600 
lots) would have views of the Project as the Maui Meadows neighborhood is located 
downslope of the Ulupalakua Ranch parcel and views of the Project would be blocked by 
terrain or by the row of houses along the eastern edge of the neighborhood. 

• Most views of the Project from communities along the South Maui coast will be screened by 
terrain, existing vegetation, and structures. 

• Roadways and rural residential development located east of the Project (on Kula Highway) 
will have elevated views looking downslope towards the Project. Views will vary from 
completely screened to partially screened to unobstructed. 

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Drainage / Runoff
• Applicant extensively studied the existing drainage patterns in the Project Study Area, 

including the completion of a hydrologic and hydraulic analysis.
• This analysis helped the Paeahu Solar design team understand the potential for 

flooding within and downslope of the Project Study Area and design stormwater 
facilities sufficient to manage Project related stormwater. 

• Based on the preliminary drainage plan design, peak flows will be either reduced or 
unchanged for the gulches that pass through the Project Study Area and the 
preliminary grading plan and drainage plan will not increase peak stormwater flows 
to the downslope areas and will not create new flood hazards for the downslope 
properties. 

• The Applicant will follow all County Department of Public Works Permitting and Design 
requirements.

• The final drainage plan submitted to Maui County for construction permit approvals, 
will be signed and stamped by a local P.E.

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Property Values
• CohnReznick completed a property value impact study to determine whether the 

construction, operation, and overall presence of solar farms have had any measurable 
impact on the value of adjacent properties.

• In all the studied areas, it was conclusive that proximity to an existing solar facility did 
not have an impact on property values.

• This conclusion was reaffirmed by local county and city assessors, as well as sales 
professionals having experience selling real estate near solar projects. Based on these 
findings, no adverse effects are expected on the property values of residences 
adjacent to the Paeahu Solar

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

EMF
• Tetra Tech completed an evaluation of EMF anticipated to be produced by the Project 

and whether the EMF levels would be detectable beyond the property boundary.
• Electric and magnetic fields (EMF) are produced through the generation, transmission, 

and use of electric power. Sources of ELF-EMFs include power lines, electrical wiring, 
and electrical appliances (e.g. microwaves, computers, wi-fi routers, hair dryers, etc).

• The strength of both electric and magnetic fields decreases rapidly with distance from 
the source. 

• Varying levels of EMF will be produced by specific electrical infrastructure located 
within the Project site. However, no EMF from project infrastructure is anticipated to 
reach the eastern edge of the Maui Meadows subdivision.  

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Increased ambient 
temperature (heat 
island effect)

• Tetra Tech completed an evaluation of the Project’s potential for increasing the 
ambient air temperature.

• PV panels are thin and have low heat capacity and high thermal conductivity compared 
to hardscaped area (e.g. pavement, etc.) or bare soils. The temperature of PV panels 
changes more rapidly, and the panels cool quickly once the sun goes down. In contrast, 
urban heat islands release heat through much of the night.

• Even if there was a small heat island effect at the area immediately surrounding the 
solar panels, the upslope and downslope winds that naturally occur on the 
southwestern side of Maui (off the west-facing slopes of Mount Haleakala) would 
overwhelm any small heat island associated with the solar panels. 

• This would result in cool air crossing the Maui Meadows area both in the daytime and 
in evening, as it does now. The area of the Project’s solar panels is simply too small in 
relation to the area of the western slope of Mount Haleakalā to have a significant 
impact on the natural upslope and downslope air movement in the Wailea area. 

• The Project will not create a significant heat island affect that would impact the 
existing heat island microclimate of the Maui Meadows neighborhood.

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
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Community Feedback

WHAT WE HEARD HOW HAS LOCAL INPUT INFLUENCED DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS?

Wildfire Risk
• Vegetation within the Project fence line and along the generation-tie line will be 

managed throughout the life of the Project following the Project’s Vegetation 
Management Plan (reviewed by the Department of Fire and Public Safety). 

• Vegetation survey to be conducted twice a year to monitor for veg. clearances and 
monitor for wildfire hazards. 

• Paeahu Solar will also monitor the site vegetation on a monthly basis coinciding with 
each scheduled monthly maintenance cycle to ensure vegetation clearances and 
growth falls within the expected rates. Scheduled vegetation maintenance may be 
updated based on the observations.

• Within Solar Arrays:  Veg. maintained to a height of 18-inches and provide a minimum 
of 24-inch clear distance to any exposed electrical cables. 

• Implement Fire Breaks (gap in combustible materials or maintained veg. below 6 inches 
in height or cut to the appropriate height as recommended by bi-annual veg. survey).
• Outside fence line: Veg. cleared to a maximum of 5 feet.
• Around each solar array block: 30 foot fire break maintained. 
• Around DC-ESS Unit: Veg. removed within 10-foot perimeter. Gravel base.
• Around substation: Veg. removed within substation fence line. Gravel base.
• Below/along gen-tie line: Veg. may not exceed 8 feet in height and danger trees 

removed.
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